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the murmur of a sunny beach diffused itself, penetrating even the narrowest lanes.
Men, shaving at their windows, were on the point of singing, whistling. Girls, as they combed their hair and powdered their faces, felt in their hearts a rippling of romance.
The streets were full of pedestrians. " I'm not going to take the Underground on a day like this." Even the buses looked jail-like.
Still, it was cooler than yesterday. As they passed the chemists* shops, still shut, people looked at the big enamel thermometers. Barely fifty-two degrees - nearly eleven degrees less than at the same hour yesterday. Hardly anybody wore an overcoat. The workers had started out without their woollen waistcoats under their jackets.
Rather anxiously people looked up at the sky for some hint of a change for the worse, some sign of an early end of this pleasant surplus of summer. But the sky maintained an indecipherable serenity. And besides, Parisians never know how to interrogate it, They did not even notice that the smoke had changed its direction a little since the day before, and that the east-south-east wind had veered sharply towards the north.
Myriads of humanity slid down towards the centre of Paris. Any number of vehicles converged thither too. But other vehicles, almost as numerous - vans, delivery wagons, market carts - moved out towards the periphery, brightened up the suburbs, passed into the outskirts.
The pavements, unwashed by any rain, were covered with a dust fine as ashes. In the cracks of die pavement dried dung, little wisps of straw, had gathered. The least puff of wind stirred this debris. From the river, in shallow water, and from the drains stale odours rose.
People were reading their papers as they walked along; and just at the moment when, as they crossed a gutter, they sniffed a slightly sickening smell, their eyes fell upon an article entitled " The Dirt of Paris ?>:

